The William F. Laman Public Library System welcomes donations of books and other materials that expand and enhance our collection or are suitable for resale. We can accept only items in good condition:

- Fiction and Nonfiction
- Hardcover and Paperback
- Cookbooks
- Children’s Books
- Audio Books
- Commercial DVDs and CDs in original packaging.

Due to space limitations, we do not accept:

- Magazines
- Textbooks, Teaching Materials.
- Readers Digest Condensed Books
- Outdated Technical, Travel or Computer Books
- Encyclopedia Sets
- VHS or Audio Cassette Tapes
- Law Books
- Ex-Library Books

All donations become the sole property of the Library. Books not added to the Library’s collection may be sold or distributed to charities. The Library can provide (on request) a blank receipt listing the number of items donated, but cannot appraise items for tax purposes.